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1. INTRODUCTION 

Form factors of electron scattering are known to provide a deeper insight 
into the structure of nuclear states than the energy spectra and electromag
netic transition probabilities alone / 1 / 

. This is so because the mornentum
transfer dependence of the associated nuclear matrix elements contains infor
mation about the spatial structure of nuclear states, thereby yielding a more 
stringent test on the reliability of the model wave functions. Various methods 
have beén proposed to study the electron scattering form factors, both in 
heavy 12,31 and in light 14-t31 nuclei. We have recently developed a new 
approach 171 which consists in applying the mean field (MF) approxima
tion 181 to a microscopically derived boson Hamiltonian. This approach has 
proved to be rather successful in describing the energy spectra of some sd
shell nuclei, and therefore, one is naturally tempted to try a more ambitious 
task, namely to use the proposed method for the description of the electron 
scattering fonn factors. 

Due to the obvious simplicity, the search for a bosonic treatment of 
fermion systems has been a long one 191 and it has been even more intensifi
ed 1101 after the success of the phenomenological interacting boson model 
(IBM)I 111 • Recently, there have also appeared some attempts toward a boson 
description of the electron scattering form factors 13,5,61 . These attempts are 
based either on the IBM 13,5 I or on a specific realization of the sp (3. R) 
algebra in tenns of the harmonic oscillator boson operatora/P " . Our approach 
is conceptualIy closer to that using the IBM, in the sense that it treats the 
bosons as counterparts of nucleon pairs /121. However, we go beyond the 
conventional IBM I 11,121 because the MF approximation enables us to 
take into account the bosons with alI possible angular momenta as well as 
those corresponding to photon-neutron pairs. 

2. THE ELECTRON SCATTERING FORM FACTORS 

Our aim is to calcuIate the charge (Coulomb) electron scattering form 
factor for a transition from an initial nuclear state characterized by angular mo
mentum J i and isospin Tito a final state with J e and Te. In the plane-wave 
Born approximation (PWBA) this form factor squared at momentum trans
fer q is given by 111 , . . , 
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t Fi -+C (q)j = -"'T ------------------ I <JC T C 111 ·j:L(q) II r J. T· >\ (1)

z (2J1 +1) (2 Ti + 1) 1 1 ' 

,,:here z is the atomic number of the target nucleus, the transition operator 
5"L (q) has the second quantized form 

,j'L(q) = e í dr L <a \ i L (qr) YLM( .~ - ts ) I{3> c~ cl3 (2} 
O al3 

and the symbol <... rll ., 1I1 ••• > means that the matrix element is re. 
duced both in the ordinary and isospin spaces. In (2), represente the char
ge of a nucleon, jL (qr) and YL M stand for the sphorical Bessel functions 
and the spherícal harrnonics, respectively, and t3- is the operator of the third 
isospin component, 

t I proton> = - : Iproton > , t 3 í neutron> = + {- I neutron> . (3)
3 

In our boson formalism, the states IJ i Ti> , Pr T r > are takçn to be those 
gíven by eqs, (27a), (27b) of ref/ 7/ and the boson image (5"1.. (q)B of the 
transition operator (2) is obtained hy the replacement 

C~C{3-+ (c~cl3)B = ~ ltaybey' (4} 

More ex plicitly ,- we get 

fi (abc) + ~ LT 
('JL(q)B = L QJ T J T ;T(q) [BJ T (ac) x 13J 1'(cb)]MO (5) 

J 1T 1J 2T2 1 t 2 2 1 1 2 2 

T abc 

where 

(abc) ja.-tjb+L 2(2J 2 +1)(2J 1 +1)(2T 2 +1)(2T 1 +1) 
QJ T J T . T v-----------~_..-.~~...,..."",_(q) =e(-l) ..~--=-x 

1 1 2 2 ' (2L + 1) 

(6) 
i b ' j c J2l{~ ~ T2} 00
 

x ", 'J "1' í dr <a II j (qr) Y II b> .

{ J1 L J T T - L L 

a 1 2 O 

For details of the boson representation see ref. /7/. 

2 

3. SPURIOUS EXCITATIONS 

Any microscopic boson theory is accompanied by two kinds of spuri
ous states. The first kind arises from the overcompleteness of the boson basis 
with respect to the fermion space. It has been shown in ref. n/ that our 
approximate treatment of the boson Hamiltonian is completely free from 
such spurious solutions. The second kind of spuriosity is associated with the

" 

underlying shell-model Hamiltonian and it arises due to the oscillations of 
the nucleus as a whole in the shell-model potential (the centre-of-mass (c.m.) 
excitations). In the case when some approximations are introduced, these 
c.m. excitations can mix with the actual intrinsic excitations and their mu
tuaI separation is often very difficult or even impossible. A unitary transfor
mation of the shell-model Hamiltonian has been invented '13. / which díst
ributes the strength of c.m. excitations among various states in such a way 
that the amount of c.m, components in certain states becomes enhanced 
while in others it turns out to be suppressed. The only task one is then left 
with is to identify which states belong to the first category (c.m. excitations) 
and which to the second (intrinsic excitations). This is done by evaIuating 
the quantities 

.... 
nc.mçJT) <JT I Nc.m.1 JT > , (7)c:= 

where 

+ 1 

Nc . m. = 1 ak
+

a k (8) 
k ==1 

. 113 1 .
is the operator that counts the number of c.m.-motion quanta 'and IJT> 
representa the respective nuclear state. The creation operator a~ in (8) is 
defined as 

at = 1____ D\ + imAwx, I, (9) 

v 2hmA(JJ 

where 1\ and xkare the c.m. momentum and coordinate, respectively. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
I'i. 

We have applied the boson wave functions or nuclear states obtained 
in ref. /7 / to the study of the electron scattering form factors of 20 Mg and 
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i Fig. 1. Calculated form factors 
a) 

18o 
for the elastic electron scatte

2()N(l10'1 ring by 2ÜNe and 24Mg. Expe~o" 
rimental data are from /1,41\ O~-O;\ and /20/, respectively.. '::...- 10'2 0"0\o-

T 10-3 
24Mg. In fígs, 1 and 2 weu..
show respectively the calcu10'4 
lated form factors for the 
elastic scattering and for the 

Vt'k\ 
! ,10-5 ~Q5~----:-1'n'_--:;",::-----l-I-- II r 2.5 excitation of the two 2 +, lO 1.5 2.0 

states in the above nuelei. In 
q lfrn"} 

all cases the agreement with 
experimental data is very100 i 

......0 ....... bl
 good. Special attention was 
10-1 devoted to the form factor 

for the excitation of the 
0""0\ 

24Mg 

0;-0; 
third 2 + state in 20 Ne be\162 

\ . cause it exhibits anomalous~ 
..... ,3 momentum transfer dependen..!. 10· 

LL ce /14/ and the shell-modelVf!!'I"'t\, calculations in the Odls spa10'4 
ce were unable to repro
duce it /15/. In figo 3 we 

10'5 I 1 I 

lO l5 
_r__b,-5-- I I . 2.0 25 compare our results {solid 

, curve) with those of Sing
q [frn"] 

hal et alo (dashed curve) 115/ . 

As is apparent from the 
... figure, our results agree with 

experimental data much better. However, we have to be aware that this com
parison is only :qualitative since we used a different effective interaction as 
well as different single-particle wave functions. Nevertheless, it suggests that 
configurations involving the Op shell (which are included in our approach 
but were neglected in /,1"5/) play an important role in the structure of the 
2~ state in 20Ne . Indeed, there is some evidence 116( for such an observa
tion. A more detailed discussion of excitations from the 9p shell (or/and 
even from the Os shell) will be given elsewhere /17/ . 

Wbjle the experimental form factors for the Oi ~ oi and or ~ 2~ 
(i "'" 1,2,3) transitions are reproduced nicely in our approach, the same is not 
true for the form factors corresponding to the oi ~ 4+1 transitions. This is 
shown in figo 4 from which one can see that the calculated form factors dis
agree- with the experimental ones both in shape and magnitude. Possible 
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Fig, 2. Calculated form factors for inelastic electron scat
tering to the first two 2 í-states in 20N e and 24Mg. For ex

perimental data see caption to figo 1. 

sources of the observed discrepancies are the following. First, we have per
formed the variation before projection in this work, It is well known /18/ that 

such an approach does not allow for changes of the se1f-consistent internaI 
field within a rotational bando Since there exísts no a priori decoupling bet

ween rotational and intrinsic motion, the method of variation before pro
jection can be expected to work wel1 only in cases when the coupling terms 
are relatively small, which occurs most likely for not-too-Iarge angular mo
menta. How large they may be depends in an essential way on the choice 
of the intrinsic system, It is indeed possible that in the present case the va
lues J = 0, J = 2 (for which we have obtained excellent resulta) still permit 
a sufficiently good decoupling between intrinsic and rotational motion, whe
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Fig, 3. Electron scattering form factor for the excita
tion of the 2; state in 2CNe. The solid curve is our re: 
sult obtained in the present boson approach, the das
hed curve represents the result of the shell-model cal. 
culation in the restricted sd-shell space, taken from /15/. 

Experimental data are from /141. 

reas the value J =4 is already too large to allow the variation before pro
jection to be correct. The second reason for the failure of our approach in 
reproducing the Oi --+ 4t forro factors can be traced back to lhe occurrence 
of c.m. components in the 4r state. In the table we give the quantities (7), 
which measure the amount of c.m. excitations in a given state, for the rele
vant cases, [i.e. the oi, z], 2~, 4 r states). It is seen that the values of these 
quantities for the 4t states are by two orders of magnitude larger than tho
se for the 01 and 2t (i = 1, 2)states, irrespective of the fact that the former 
are still very small ( ~ 10-4) . It remains to be investigated to what extent 

Fig. 4. Calculated form factors for 
2°Ne a}the excitation of the first 4 +
 

state in 20 Ne and 24M g. For 
N
 

0+-4--+
1 1CT 

experimental data see caption -:. 10-3
 

to figo 1. 
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of the wave function, even
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large influence on the final 
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We have thus sugges
ted two possible sources :- -5
 

of the discrepancies obser- ~ 10
 /1
ved between the experimen- }
 
tal and calculated form fac- u,
 

tors for the excitation of 10 6
 

the 4+ states in 20 Ne and
 f\
24Mg. While	 the implemen

I ,	 I ,10 7 . Itation . of the first point 
0.5 lO 15 . 20 2.5(i.e. projection before- varia

tion) is rather straightfor- q Ifm-' J 

ward, an answer to the 
question of how to remo
ve the c.m. excitations from the physical states is still far from being clear. 
Of course, we could resort to an exact treatment in a restricted single-par
ticle space and use the special techniques for isolating the c.m. excitations 

Table 
Expectation values of the c.m-quanta counting operator (8) 

in some IJ .17, T=O > states of20Ne and 24Mg.
1 

0+	 2+1	 2;J~ 1 1	 41
+

1 

20Ne 0.000001 0.000001 0.000002 0.000135 
24 Mg 0.000001 0.000000 0.000001 0.000 172r 

1"
. such an- admixture of c.m. excitations destroys the structure of a given sta
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which are availabe in this case/ 19 / . However, the main advantage of our80 
approximate method, namely the possibility of including a large single-par
ticle space without serious difficulties, would then be lost. We are therefore 
currently engaged in an effort to develop a sound and reliabIe method for 
dealíng with this problem. 

I
I

t 

5. CONCLUSION 
j 

I', 
In this report we have studied the electron scattering form factors of ! 

some sd-shell nuelei (20Ne , 24 Mg) using a second quantized boson represen
tation of the relevant operators. Good agreement with experimental data 
was obtained both for the elastic scattering and for excitation of 2 t(i = 1,2,3) 
states. Since the (e • e') form factors are rather sensitive to the structure 
of nuclear wave functions, the above observation shows that the present bo
son approach is able to incorporate many nueleon correlations in a very effi
cient way. At the same time, however, we have observed some discrepan
cies between the calculated results and experimental data for the oi .... 41 
formo faetors, Possible explanation was suggested, indicating the urgent need 
for a careful and detailed treatment of the effects associated with the sym
rnetry restoration and the interplay of intrinsic and c.m. excitations. 
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KyXTa p · 20 24 
Paccemme :meKrpOHOB Ha Ne H Mg 

E4-87-7 48 

B MHKpOCKOIIlflieCKOH 6030HHOH MO,!J;e,JIH 

llOKa3aHO, liTO IIpH6JIH)f(eime CpC,!1;11CrO IIOJUI, IIpHMeHeHHOe 
K MHKpOCKOIIHtleCKH TIOCTpOeHHOMy 6030HHOMY raMHJibTOHHaHY, 
npe,!J;ocraBJIRer pa3yMHOe onHcrume ¢lopM¢laKropoB fbJIR y~pyro

ro H Heynpyroro pacceRHllil Ha HApax sd -o6oJIOtiKH ( Ne , '*Mg) . 
Pe3yJILTaThi xopomo cornacy!OTCR c 3KcnepHMeHTaJibHhiMH AaHHhiMH 
,!J;JIR 0+ -• 0+ H 0+ ..., 2+ nepeXO,!J;OB, HO rOpa3,!1;0 XY)f(C AJIH 0 + ..., 4 + 
nepexo,!J;OB. llpep;naraercR B03MO)f(HOe o61>RcHeHHe Ha6ruo,11;aeMbiX 
pa3JIHtiHH. 

Pa6ora BhmomieHa B Jla6oparopHH reoperHtiecKoH ¢lH3HKH 
OH.fi.H. 

Coo6wettHe 061.e.zuoteHHoro 101cnnyra qepHWJ: Hccnenoa&Hidt. Jly6Ha 1987 

Kuchta R. E4-87-748 
Electron Scattering from 20 Ne and 24 Mg 
in a Microscopic Boson Model 

It is shown that a mean-field approximation applied to the micros
copically derived boson Hamiltonian yields a reasonable description 
of the form factors for bo~h elastic and inelastic electron scattering 
from some sd-shell nuclei ( 

0 
Ne, 24 Mg). The results agree well with 

experimental data for the 0 + .... 0 + and 0 + .... 2 + transitions but much 
less so for the o+ .... 4 + transitions. Possible sources of the observed dis
crepancies are suggested. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theo
retical Physics, JINR. 
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